Based in Neuchâtel Canton, Switzerland, we are a growing company with more than 50 employees,
and operating several aircraft (Piston and TurboProp) under our EASA-FOCA SPO and AOC approvals.
As one of the major aerial survey companies in Europe, we fly around various countries. Our services
also include commercial passenger flights (scheduled vacation and on-request flights). We value the
quality of our services and are proud of them. Reliability, safety, and professionalism are an integral
part of our values. In order to strengthen our organization, we are currently recruiting a

Deputy Nominated Person Continuing Airworthiness
(DNPCA)
The DNPCA will provide the Operator with maintenance expertise and be the interface between the
Operator and the contracted Part-145 organizations. You will support and work with the NPCA in
monitoring the maintenance status of company aircraft. In this fulfilling position, you will be assuming
the role of NPCA in his absence.

YOUR MAIN RESPONSIBILITIES WILL INCLUDE









Planning and follow-up of Line and Base Maintenance
Work planning, issuing work orders, and follow-up
Carrying out all maintenance activities in accordance with the Maintenance contract
Technical follow-up, analysis of Aircraft Technical Log (AL)
Verification of different data and aircraft release to service from contracted maintenance
organizations.
Verification of modifications and repairs to an approved standard.
Airworthiness Directives embodiment and status.
Monitoring and amending the CAME and submissions of the proposed amendments to FOCA.

PROFILE AND COMPETENCIES













Good technical knowledge in the field of aviation and in continuous airworthiness
management
Good understanding of Quality Assurance and SMS including risk management process
Team player, with the ability to work in multi-disciplinary environments and in close
cooperation with a Part-145 counterpart
High Integrity, confidentiality, and a clear criminal record
Proficient in the application of EASA Part 21 regulations
Sound ERP and MS office knowledge
Proficiency in English, any other European language is an asset
Excellent communication skills
Solution-oriented and able to work independently
Resilient, flexible with proactive and solution-minded orientation
Based in Neuchatel canton or willing to relocate
Swiss or European Citizen

WE OFFER




An interesting challenge in a dynamic, ambitious, and progressing company
Above standard salary level as well as excellent social conditions
Work location: Colombier

Interested? Please do not hesitate to send your application including cover letter, certificates, and
detailed CV by e-mail to job@sfsaviation.ch.

